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Chairman Update 

The PSA Technical Committee has been creating more technical centric content for all PSA companies to 

draw upon.  Members of the committee have spent time reviewing products, that PSA can provide, and 

increasing our knowledge base in the TKO Portal.  The TKO portal is the Tech Knowledge Online Portal – 

a tool designed by the PSA Technical Committee to encourage the exchange of information by allowing 

you to ask questions of the PSA Network members or respond to posted questions to share your 

expertise with your colleagues.   The committee recently added many new areas of discussion in the 

TKO Portal.  If you have not visited the portal I encourage you to do so.  You may find a topic that helps 

you remedy a problem or point you in a new direction to better serve your clients and your 

business.  You can also submit a topic for discussion to see if there is a member that can help you as 

well.  Additionally, each quarter the PSA Technical Committee posts new product reviews to assist you in 

choosing appropriate technology solutions.  You will find videos and test reports to back up our overall 

product reviews.  In addition to the product reviews, the PSA Technical Committee hosts a roundtable 

discussion at PSA TEC where technicians can provide insight on multiple types of technologies driving 

the industry today and the potential impact these technologies will have on physical security in the 

future.  With an increased understanding of where current and future products provide value, 

integrators can better invest in the appropriate competencies and have more valuable interactions with 

their customers.  The PSA Technical Committee works as a team to support all PSA companies.  With a 

new year beginning we look forward in supporting you and your product needs in 2017.   


